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You will need the following equipment:
■ Nucleus ESPrit 3G speech processor – with 3 High Power Zinc Air batteries. The MLxS uses

the ESPrit 3G batteries and is likely to decrease the 3G battery life by up to 15%. When no FM
signal is detected for 40 seconds the MLxS goes into ‘sleep mode’ and draws no additional current.
As soon as an FM signal is detected the MLxS is instantaneously ready to receive the signal.

■ Phonak Microlink MLxS receiver (052-0030). When ordering the Phonak MLxS receiver state
which frequency is required as default (if not specified "02" is given). MLxS uses multi-
frequency technology. The receiver frequency is changed by pressing the synchronise button on
the newer Phonak S transmitters (e.g. Campus S). 

■ Phonak Transmitter fully charged (overnight). The Campus S (052-0027) is recommended for
use with the MLxS to increase range and clarity. If you are using a Handymic Transmitter
ensure that the default frequency of the MLxS is the same as the frequency module of the
Handymic, that you use the antennae and the transmitter is set to Zoom for the best
performance. 

■ Microlink Adaptor (Z60409), ESPrit 3G Monitor Headphones (Z60123) and adaptor (Z60121)
all available from Cochlear or Connevans.

1. Check that the 3G is working with the mode setting switch set to "M" by listening to Programme 2
(P2) using the 3G monitor headphones. A signal check can also be used to ensure RF is being
transmitted by the coil. Cochlear recommends that:
■ MAP in P1 is used with the MLxS and set to Monitor Earphones disabled
■ MAP in P2 is set with Monitor Earphones enabled. Turn the processor off and on again if

no sound can be heard from the earphones in P2.

2. Switch off the ESPrit 3G and the Tr a n s m i t t e r.

3. Attach the MLxS to the MicroLink adaptor and then attach that combined unit to the ESPrit 3G.

4. The MLxS should be set to the two green dots option.

5. Select microphone input mix using the adaptor (FM or FM +M).

6. Switch ESPrit 3G onto P1 then turn on the FM transmitter.

7. The environmental microphone is made louder (compared to the teacher’s voice) by increasing the
sensitivity setting on the 3G (as long as this control knob is E N A B L E D in the P1 MAP). If the
c h i l d ’s ESPrit 3G sensitivity is set to zero then they will not hear anything through their
environmental microphone. 

8. The MLxS has a pre-programmed FM advantage of 10 dB, which should be appropriate in the
majority of cases.

Phonak technical support: 01925 623600        Connevans: 01737 247571
Cochlear helpline: 07000 262453
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